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Market share, sector growth and FM optimisation
in South Africa
The ever-growing, constantly evolving facilities management sector in South
Africa boasts hundreds (if not thousands) of multi-player service providers
and contractors with diverse skill sets, expertise and resources offering
integrated, bundled and singular Facilities Management (FM) services.
This presented several challenges when conducting a market share
analysis on this burgeoning sector as the total market boasts over 50
different service lines with micro to large operators specialising in building
management, catering, cleaning, landscaping, office plants, parking
management, pest control and security services, to name a few. There are
medium to large enterprises specialising in one or two core FM areas, with a
handful of organisations offering total or integrated FM services.
Specialist research firm Knowledge Executive, at the request of the Servest
Group, conducted a market analysis of the South African FM sector in
2018. Over 200 organisations were interviewed for the 2018-2019 Facilities
Management Market Analysis Survey that provided an impartial view of the
FM services marketplace in South Africa.
This white paper is based on qualitative perceptions and observations
gathered during interviews with facilities, operations and estate managers
and directors across 17 service lines and 12 vertical industries. It focuses
on growth and transformation across the industry while looking at game
changers and innovations that will shape the future of the FM sector.
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17 key service lines, 12 vertical industries
An Indication of Market Share
Globally, the FM market is valued at over $1.2 trillion and is expected to
reach a market value of $1.8 trillion by 20241. FM solutions are enabling
efficiencies and agility in business functioning, and they are gaining vital
importance in organisations worldwide. These organisations are using FM
software and solutions to efficiently manage and utilise workspace, real
estate, assets, relocation of offices and buildings, and energy management.
It seems that global enterprises are streamlining processes and moving
beyond the traditional concept of facilities management to address rapid
technology changes and current business needs.2
This is also reflected in the 2018-2019 Facilities Management Market
Analysis Survey that indicates that over the next two years new and smarter
ways of working that enable FM teams to be agile, productive and focused
will be adopted in South Africa. Automation will become a game changer
and will be utilised for repetitive and mundane tasks, empowering FM
managers to become more strategic and focus on complex assignments.
The survey validates the total market size of the FM sector in South Africa
at R51.2 billion while providing an indication of market share across 17 key
service lines. The results reflect the multi-faceted scale and scope of the
industry with service providers that may be dominant in some service lines
giving way to ascendant contractors in other service areas and verticals.
The market is dominated, and capitalised, by 5 – 6 major players with the
remaining market share split across single service
line providers.
On average, the 213 organisations interviewed for the survey collectively
indicated that their FM budgets ranged from R1 million – R50 million,
R60 million – R150 million and R160 million to over R800 million.
These organisations represented just a cross-section of the broader FM
marketplace in South Africa.
It seems that FM outsourcing in South Africa is in good form with a
considerably high number of end users indicating that they still outsource
more than one third of their facilities. 38% of the respondents to the survey
indicated that they outsource 26 – 50% of their facilities. Other respondents
confirmed that they outsourced 1 - 25% (22%) and 51 – 75% (21%) of their
FM operations. Only a small percentage (8%) indicated that they outsource
all their FM services to a third party service provider or contractor.
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Total operational FM budgets for the past 12 months ranged from R1 million
to R800 million, with most budgets ranging from R1 million to 19.99 million
(59.99%). At the upper end, FM budgets range from R200 million to R800
million (16%) again indicating the complexity, scale and diversity of FM
services in the country.

17 key service lines, 12
vertical industries

Growth in Hygiene, Cleaning and Catering
A Year of Growth…
As global economic power shifts eastwards to emerging
markets, countries such as South Africa will continue
to witness rapid infrastructural growth with a surge
in commercial and residential construction activities
(fuelled by a demand for more office and living space)
that will have a knock-on effect on
Facilities Management.
Infrastructure investment, business growth and new
technology will drive development of both in-house
and outsourced FM services. In fact, the survey stated
that the year ahead would witness definitive growth in
FM outsourcing, with many respondents to the survey
indicating that they would outsource Hygiene services (44%), Cleaning
(38%), Catering (28%) and Integrated Facilities
Management (26%).
Innovations in Hygiene and Cleaning services, such as hard floor cleaning
robots with laser navigation systems and mobile management systems
that proactively provide insight into real-time cleaning processes, will help
fuel this growth. Quick and easy cleaning sprays, disposable floor cloths
and specialised chemicals will be more widely deployed (especially in the
healthcare and medical sector that indicated that 83% of their FM budgets
will be invested in Cleaning services).
The 28% growth in the Catering service line will be fuelled by innovations
and game changers such as online ordering systems and apps that enable
employees to order their food before they arrive at the canteen. Cashless
sales and mobile payment applications such as Zapper will provide
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convenient and secure transactions enabling canteens to create
customised voucher campaigns with incentives, discounts and rewards
for employees and consumers. Hotel, recreation and leisure operators
indicated that they would increase their outsourced Catering services by
17% in the year ahead.
While demand for Integrated Facilities Management will continue to
grow, it is still being led mainly by public, state owned and semi-public
enterprises, but expect this to change with increasing interest and
investment from private sector organisations in Retail and Distribution
(31%), Telecommunications (20%) and Property and Real Estate (18%).

Greater investment in Parking and Security
Respondents to the survey also indicated that they would evolve or
grow FM activities such as Parking Control Systems (26%) and Security
Technical Solutions (29%) substantially or moderately over the next
12 months.
Parking congestion and busy parkades are a constant source of
frustration for drivers, employees and building maintenance supervisors.
It is no surprise that smart Parking Control Systems are top of mind for
banks, insurance and retail organisations as well as for the education,
healthcare, mining, transport, property and professional services sectors.
Sensors and pressure pads embedded in the ground determine whether
parking spaces are available or occupied. Mobile apps are now enabling
drivers to track and find open parking bays as opposed to blindly driving
around searching. Automated payment systems are also enabling drivers
to pay their parking fees with radio frequency identification (RFID) tags
and pay-by-plate parking technology.
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Security is much more than a pair of eyeballs as smart
surveillance and video analytics (provided by the Security
Technical Solutions service line) will take all information
gathered from security devices like cameras and door readers
and turn it into real-time actionable data. FM service providers
are also providing innovative off-site Security monitoring
capabilities that can remotely manage high-risk areas of
buildings and offices from state-of-the-art control centres.
There will also be substantial growth in Building Management
and Energy Solutions (32%) as FM clients and end-users
demand advanced HVAC systems equipped with smart
monitoring systems that constantly test for impending
malfunctions that can be addressed proactively and before
they create real complications. Building information modelling (BIM) will
also fuel this growth as contractors and architects use BIM to develop
scale virtual models of building projects.
Over the next year Local Government departments will put more focus into
Security Technical Solutions (27%) while Industrial/Manufacturing and
Property/Real Estate will grow Security services by 25% and
15% respectively.
The Healthcare and Medical industry will double investment in Cleaning
services while the Mining and Education sectors will invest more in
Washrooms (29% and 25% respectively).
Banking and Insurance organisations will increase investment in Parking
Control Systems by 42% over the next year while Hospitality and Leisure
organisations will grow their Catering facilities substantially (17%).
Professional Services businesses will put more focus into Hygiene (17%)
and Pest Control services (17%) while Telecommunications operators
will put equal effort into growing Pest Control, Parking Management, and
Building & Energy Management services (20%). The Retail sector will invest
further in Integrated Facilities Management (31%).
Indeed, the FM industry is poised for radical transformation from just a
decade ago. The introduction of next generation technologies such as
the Internet of Things (IoT) and automated facility management software
will fuel this transformation and the ensuing growth and demand for
outsourced FM services.
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Smart FM will be the key to success
…A Time of FM Optimisation
While the South African FM sector will experience
definitive growth over the next 12 months - with
a side-by-side increase in outsourced services budget constraints, vertical industry regulations
and organisational silos will continue to present
challenges. These economic and regulatory
pressures - and the high costs of labour, operations
and maintenance - will drive demand for outsourced
services and FM optimisation.
The 2018-2019 Facilities Management Market
Analysis Survey indicated that end-users and clients
would want to optimise their FM budgets by getting
good value for the money they spend and working
smartly by deploying cutting-edge technology and
innovative processes. They will expect their service
providers to specialise and provide them with the
best skills and expertise, enabling them to focus on
the growth of their own businesses.
The survey indicated that business and strategic
drivers for end-users and clients to outsource their
FM services include enabling them to focus on their core business (24%),
fostering business growth (22%), cutting costs (20%), enabling quality
delivery of FM services (14%) and tapping into better FM expertise provided
by outsourced service providers or contractors (8%).
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Over the next year, expect FM service providers
and end-users to work further on improving
communications and collaborating together as
extended teams to align FM strategies, plans and
service level agreements.
The good news for FM outsourcers is that clients
interviewed for the survey indicated that their
needs are mostly being met (scoring over 60%)
with Pest Control Services, Office Plants, Security
Services, Parking Control Systems, Landscaping, Turf
Management and Marine Transport Solutions scoring
highly. However, 10% of respondents for Golf Estates
indicated that their needs have not been met, while 9% of end-users of
remote camps also ‘red flagged’ these services.
In the annual Facilities Management South Africa survey conducted in 2017
by Knowledge Executive with support from SAFMA and the Servest Group,
almost half of the FM clients (42%) indicated that they would retender and
re-scope their FM contracts while 22% said that they would stay with the
same suppliers.
The 2018-2019 Facilities Management Market Analysis Survey confirmed
that when these clients issue tenders or requests for proposals (RFPs),
many of them do this to benchmark services or pricing between suppliers or
to see what new technology and innovations are out there. Some end-users
and clients keep the same FM service provider but tender their services just
to follow due process.
However, a big game changer for the industry over the next year will be
greater individualisation or the expectation from FM end-users to receive
tailored and personalised products, services and solutions from their service
providers backed by great client experiences. FM service providers that get
this right will gain more market share in the years ahead.
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Conclusion
The Facilities Management market in South Africa is expected to see
flourishing growth in the year ahead in some FM service lines, while others
will remain stagnant as clients and end-users prioritise, strategise and
optimise. The top game changers will be digitisation with the adoption
of new technology, smart surveillance, smart robots and automated and
mobile-enabled FM applications. This will be augmented by customised
services and real value creation balanced with cost savings and
budgetary control.
Market forces and demands will prevail, and as indicated in the survey, this
will make it a year of change, transformation and evolution with shifting
market demands - and fluctuating market share.
Please click here to download a copy of the survey

Sources:
1 Global Facilities Management Market Sizing Study: Frost & Sullivan.
2. Mordor intelligence
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